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Abstract 

Origin and emergence of life is a recurrent and powerful subject treated and illustrated in 

various science fiction fields, such as literature or cinema: if they are not considered as proper 

important characters, primordial life forms (aliens or earthlings) are often depicted to 

strengthen the narrative frame of the story and/or to increase the drama. What are these 

curious life forms and where do they come from? Which odd biological and physical features 

do they show? To reply to these questions, we critically explored and analysed an 

international panel of various science fiction supports. Based on these biblio- and filmo-

graphies, we propose a classification of various organisms according to their appearance 

modes and speciation patterns. “Hard” science fiction (i.e., science fiction taking into account 

the scientific knowledge of the moment) deals with a rather natural or « spontaneous » origin 

of life, where organic matter comes from mineral matter and life from amino acids. This is the 

case of a chronicle of C. Ecken (1) where panspermy is poetically and accurately depicted, or 

in « Exquise Planet » (2) on which an equivalent of the “primordial soup” is described. 

“Regular” science fiction (i.e., science fiction including imaginary culture) shows a rather 

essentialist conception of life, where mineral matter can directly take life and movement: this 

is the case for example of the Golem in the vitalist Yiddish culture, or of the intelligent and 

self-aware “sand” on the strange planet of S. Lainé (3). These “mineral life forms” 

interestingly suggest that Silica could possibly replace Carbon in living molecules. Science 

fiction of Hollywood generally considers life as created by “entities” such as aliens, monsters 

or microorganisms (cf. midichlorians in Star Wars). This remembers the ufologic (therefore 

non-scientific) “Ancient Astronaut Hypothesis” which states that life was created by 

“superior” organisms and tested on Earth or other planets (4). This hypothesis does not solve - 

but just shift - the problem of life origin (where do these “superior” entities come from?). At 

least, in other imaginative science fiction works, life can also emerge from surprising 

astrophysical objects such as black holes or neutron stars (5). Life of these objects could have 

indirect consequences on human evolution and/or origin. This interestingly breaks the myths 

stating that humans are the centre of the universe or a final and perfect stage in life evolution. 
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